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In this paper, we identify syntactic variation in Eastern Cham (Austronesian: Vietnam) that
covaries with phonological variation. Eastern Cham is an endangered language in an intense
contact relationship with Vietnamese (Austroasiatic) (cf. Brunelle & Văn Hẳn 2015). Previous
research has demonstrated that a number of Vietnamese phonotactic features have been
borrowed into Eastern Cham, at least in some populations (Blood 1961; Baclawski 2016). Of
particular interest are two variables: (1) [r] ~ [y, z] and (2) [ŋ] ~ [ŋm] / Vrd_. Both [y, z] and [ŋm]
pass available diagnostics for Vietnamese contact effects (cf. Poplack & Levey 2010).
A sociolinguistic survey of 30 native speakers recorded in Vietnam in 2015 demonstrates that
there is intra-speaker variation with both variables: 20 and 28 of the 30 speakers, respectively,
use both variants at least once in the survey. These variables both correlate with village, such that
the contact variant is seen more in villages with greater economic contact with the broader
monolingual Vietnamese community. Finally, neither of these variables show any signs of
speaker salience.
A novel observation is that Eastern Cham syntax also shows variation. In particular, Eastern
Cham wh-phrases may be topicalized in certain discourse contexts (1; Baclawski 2015). Some
speakers, however, reject these utterances outright (2). A natural hypothesis for this variation is
the borrowing of a Vietnamese syntactic effect, as wh-topicalization is likewise ungrammatical
in Vietnamese (3).
(1)

Context: A: ‘I already invited somebody to the party.’
p̥ lɔh, thay, zut
ʔ̥a
after who friend invite
B: ‘Who did you invite then?’ (Speaker NNA)

(2)

{*}

zut
ʔ̥a
{thay} băŋ
lɔ
mɔ
friend invite who eat
meat cow
‘Who did you [friend] invite to eat beef?’ (Speaker NTNT)

(3)

{*}

Bạn mời {ai} ăn
thịt
friend invite who eat
meat
‘Who did you [friend] invite to eat beef?’

bò?
cow

Eastern Cham

Eastern Cham

Vietnamese

To test this hypothesis, 5 of the 30 speakers above took part in syntactic elicitation. Three
speakers accepted utterances like (1–2), while two rejected them. The former group also uttered
few occurrences of the contact phonological variants (exemplified by Speaker NNA in Table 1),
while the latter group uttered more than average (Speaker NTNT). Thus, phonological variation
appears to covary with syntactic variation in terms of these contact effects. This result generally
supports the idea that syntactic variation can be determined by sociolinguistic factors
(Grondelaers & Speelman 2007, a.o.). It is hypothesized that a high instance of phonological
contact effects indicates that speakers are choosing certain attitudes towards bilingualism that are

accompanied by a contact-influenced grammar (cf. Matras 2009); conversely, low instances of
these phonological contact effects are accompanied by the non-contact-influenced grammar. The
lack of salience for the phonological and syntactic variation supports a conclusion that syntactic
variation is the result of processing factors.
Table 1: Eastern Cham phonological and syntactic contact effects
Speaker NNA Whole sample (n=30) Speaker NTNT
/r/ → [y, z]

18%

57%

100%

/ŋ/ → [ŋm] / Vrd _

35%

59%

74%

wh-topicalization
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